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Abstract: Various deep learning applications benefit from multi-task learning with multiple regression
and classification objectives by taking advantage of the similarities between individual tasks. This can
result in improved learning efficiency and prediction accuracy for the task-specific models compared
to separately trained models. In this paper, we make an observation of such influences for important
remote sensing applications like elevation model generation and semantic segmentation tasks from
the stereo half-meter resolution satellite digital surface models (DSMs). Mainly, we aim to generate
good-quality DSMs with complete, as well as accurate level of detail (LoD)2-like building forms and
to assign an object class label to each pixel in the DSMs. For the label assignment task, we select
the roof type classification problem to distinguish between flat, non-flat, and background pixels.
To realize those tasks, we train a conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN) with an objective
function based on least squares residuals and an auxiliary term based on normal vectors for further
roof surface refinement. Besides, we investigate recently published deep learning architectures for
both tasks and develop the final end-to-end network, which combines different models, as using
them first separately, they provide the best results for their individual tasks.
Keywords: multi-task learning; conditional generative adversarial networks; digital surface model;
3D scene refinement; semantic segmentation; roof type classification; urban region; satellite imagery
1. Introduction
DSMs generated by traditional photogrammetry with multi-view stereo images from space have
been proven to be reliable and cost-effective for larger regions and are especially suitable for remote
areas and developing countries [1–3]. They provide elevation information, which is an attractive
element for many geoscience application, such as city management, navigation, tourism, disaster
analysis, virtual environment generation, etc. Although spaceborne DSMs show sub-meter spatial
resolution and wide coverage, some unwanted blunders and spikes are occurring in automatically
generated DSMs due to image data noise, shadows, hidden points and surfaces, temporal changes
within the stereo image pairs, or matching errors [4,5]. This introduces difficulties for building detection
and reconstruction. Hence, the development of methodologies able to improve DSMs automatically to
a higher quality level with more accurate and complete building geometries is in demand.
However, not only surface topography contains useful data for achieving this goal. The 2D
information in the form of pixel-wise semantic segmentation is also very crucial for many remote
sensing applications, as it provides additional knowledge about object boundaries or categories to
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which the object belongs. Mainly, building footprint extraction or roof type classification is one of the
most challenging, but important problems. It is common to use DSMs as input data for classification
tasks regarding buildings [6,7], as depth information provides geometrical silhouettes and allows a
better understanding of building forms. Although a vast amount of attempts have already been made
on accurate pixel-wise classification [8,9], it still remains a challenging task in practice due to the wide
variety of building appearances.
In most cases, each task, e.g., depth image generation and pixel-wise image classification, is tackled
independently, although they are closely connected. Solving those multiple tasks jointly can enhance
the performance of each independent task, as well as speed up computation time. This observation
leads to the advantages of multi-task (MT) learning. The approach of simultaneously improving
the generalization performance of multiple outputs from a single input was applied to numerous
machine learning techniques. As a promising concept for convolutional neural networks (CNNs), MT
learning has been proven to leverage a variety of problems successfully, like classification and semantic
segmentation [10] or classification and object detection [11]. Due to the fact that different tasks may
conflict, MT learning is regarded as the optimization of MT loss, which minimizes a linear combination
of contributed single-task loss functions.
In this work, we aim to produce good-quality LoD2-like DSMs with realistic building geometries
together with dense pixel-wise rooftop classification masks, defining multiple classes, like ground,
flat, and non-flat roofs, derived from the given low-quality elevation models generated by spaceborne
half-meter resolution stereo imagery. Moreover, the proposed methodology tackles the desired multiple
outputs in a joint end-to-end CNN architecture. The CNN-based approaches have been confirmed
to be state-of-the-art in the fields of image recognition [12,13] and generation [14–18]. Therefore, our
network combines multiple fully-convolutional networks (FCNs) in parallel within one cGAN architecture
to produce two outputs at once: a refined elevation model and a rooftop classification mask. Each FCN
stream is responsible for the individual task, but benefits from the joint learning. As a result, such a
knowledge transfer can help to improve generalization by sharing the domain information between
complementary tasks. Additionally, the adversarial manner of training the final MT-cGAN model
supports the results, so that the generated images become more similar to the real ones.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work for pixel-wise image
classification, depth image regression, as well as their simultaneous learning by traditional and deep
learning-based methodologies is summarized in Section 2. The background of generative adversarial
networks (GANs), the objective functions used, and details of the proposed deep network architecture are
described in Section 3. In Section 4, we introduce the dataset used and present implementation details
and training setups. The experimental results obtained with different network architectures together
with their qualitative and quantitative evaluation are shown and discussed in Section 5. Section 6
concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
2.1. Pixel-Wise Image Classification
Building roof type classification is an important step in model-based approaches for 3D building
reconstruction. Previously introduced methodologies for roof type classification were often based
on low-level features, like edges, line segments, and corners, grouped together to form building
hypotheses. For instance, Mohajeri et al. [19] used a set of handcrafted features, such as the
number of roof surfaces and the distribution of the binned slope angles, extracted from light detection
and ranging (LIDAR) DSMs, to perform roof classification through a support vector machine (SVM).
Assouline et al. [20] experimented with raster features and geometric features from a DSM to label
rooftops using a random forest classifier. Although classical machine learning-based algorithms
show promising results, they invariably face computational complexity challenges caused by the high
dimensionality of data sources [21].
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With recent advances in the field of artificial neural networks, it became possible to learn image
features automatically instead of extracting them by classical methods. Innovative architectures, such
as CNNs, have demonstrated the ability to classify high dimensional data sources accurately and
robustly and have become the state-of-the-art for image recognition tasks. Alidoost and Arefi [22]
proposed an approach based on fine-tuning of a pre-trained CNN model, which accomplishes building
segmentation, feature extraction, and building roof labeling to create an automatic recognition system
for various types of buildings. The training is done on both spectral and depth images separately,
and the final predicted roof shape is simply taken as the highest probability result between the two
models. Partovi et al. [23] fine-tuned a CNN using patched satellite images showing only building
roof-tops. The authors used high-level features extracted from the last layer of a fine-tuned CNN
as inputs to a second-stage SVM classifier. A similar strategy was proposed by Axelsson et al. [24],
who classified the patches of buildings from RGB aerial images into the two most common roof types,
i.e., slope roofs and flat roofs, using transfer learning of a pre-trained CNN. Although patch-based
classification with CNNs does not require feature pre-definition anymore, it needs an additional special
training data preparation and, in most cases, does not contain the whole building as one element, but
only parts of it. On the contrary, our goal is to have a mask that provides the entire and complete
information about the categorized building segments.
2.2. Depth Image Regression
Despite the available techniques capable of generating large-scale elevation models from
high-resolution satellite images, DSMs still feature many mismatches and noise due to occlusions
by dense and complex building structures, perspective differences, or stereo matching errors during
their generation. However, only very few of the existing approaches were dedicated to stereo DSM
enhancement tasks. The pioneer methodologies investigated the DSMs refinement by applying filtering
techniques, like geostatistical [25], Kalman [26], or Gaussian [27] filters, to remove inconsistency errors.
The major drawback of filtering approaches is the smoothness effect, which dramatically influences the
steepness of building walls. Other methods try to enhance DSMs by interpolation routines. Examples of
popular interpolation methods include inverse distance weighting (IDW) and kriging interpolations [28],
which reduce point densities, but maintain a satisfactory DSM estimation; spline-based methods [29],
which produce smooth surfaces, but with fewer recognizable characteristics; and hybrid methods that
combine linear and non-linear interpolation [30]. Although these approaches achieve some progress
towards DSM refinement, they are not suitable for areas with strong surface discontinuities like urban
areas, as this leads to losing sharpness in building edges [5]. In recent years, researchers have paid
more attention not only to removing noise and inconsistency errors from DSMs, but also keeping the
forms and shapes of building constructions more accurate. For instance, Sirmacek et al. [5] extracted
potential building segments through thresholding the DSM and applying a box-fitting algorithm to
detect 2D building shapes. Then, 3D building forms were refined by sharpening building walls using
the information from the detected building shapes and smoothing the noise in building rooftops.
Sirmacek et al. [31] considered Canny edge information from spectral images in the procedure of fitting
a chain of active shape models to the input data to further improve the detection of complex buildings.
However, to extract the 3D building information, only one single height value from the input DSM
was assigned. Although those strategies of fitting the predefined shapes lead to more detailed and
sharper elevation models production, they fail if the building structures are more complicated.
More recently, CNNs have been fast emerging and have become the method of choice for many
tasks. A dominant amount of work was dedicated to spectral imagery exploration, allowing not only
a single category label assignment to images [32,33], but dense per-pixel predictions like semantic
segmentation [34,35] and super-resolution [36,37]. Much less attention is given to depth estimation
tasks. A first attempt at applying CNNs for depth estimation was done by Eigen et al. [38] and followed
by Eigen and Fergus [39], where the authors achieved this through the use of two and three CNNs
in stages, respectively, by regressing a global depth structure at finer resolution from a single image.
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Liu et al. [40] employed a conditional random field (CRF) to learn the unary and pairwise potentials in a
unified CNN framework for modeling the local consistency in the output image.
In contrast to the computer vision field, height image generation from single input data has
rarely been addressed in the remote sensing community so far. Mou and Zhu [41] tackled a
problem of height prediction from a single monocular remote sensing image using an end-to-end
fully-convolutional-deconvolutional network architecture, encompassing residual learning. We
approach the problem differently and generate improved elevation models from initial low-quality
multi-view stereo DSM, applying a different class of neural networks, GANs [42,43]. In this work,
we extend the idea of height image quality refinement via joint end-to-end training of regression and
pixel-wise classification tasks.
2.3. Multi-Task Learning
Image analysis tasks, whether classification, semantic segmentation, or regression, are related
to each other and can feature some things in common. As a result, one task can help to learn
other tasks. Multi-task learning has been used successfully across many applications of machine
learning, from natural language processing [44] and speech recognition [45] to computer vision [13].
Eigen and Fergus [39] introduced a network based on a multi-scale CNN for simultaneous prediction
of depth, surface normals, and semantic labels from a single image. CNNs were applied at three
different scales where the output of the smaller scale network was fed as input to the larger one.
Kokkinos [46] proposed the UberNet architecture, which relied on diverse training datasets and
simultaneously handled low-, mid-, and high-level vision tasks. Liebel and Körner [47] showed that
even seemingly unrelated auxiliary tasks, like time or weather prediction, can improve semantic
segmentation performance.
Recently, the remote sensing community also expanded their capability to learn alternative tasks
together with common image classification. Marmanis et al. [48] predicted object boundaries jointly
with the land cover task. This helps to sharpen classification maps, but has a high computational
load, as the boundaries, separately detected from color-infrared (CIR) and height data, are added
as an extra channel to each data source for further image classification task training. The work of
Vakalopoulou et al. [49] introduced a model that learns jointly the registration between the images,
the land use classification of each input, and a change detection map with a CRF. This is done
by fusing boundary priors with the classification scores from a two-layer CNN architecture under
a single energy formulation. To have a system that is able to predict reasonably accurate DSMs
automatically would be very valuable. Srivastava et al. [50] proposed, to our knowledge, the first
deep learning-based methodologies to predict semantic segmentation maps, as well as normalized
digital surface models (nDSMs) from a single monocular image. The authors used a joint loss function
for CNN training, which is a linear combination of a dense image classification loss and a regression
loss responsible for DSM error minimization. The model is trained by alternating over two losses.
Similar to Srivastava et al. [50], we investigate the prediction of semantic segmentation maps for a roof
classification task and simultaneous generation of refined DSM with improved building forms out of a
single photogrammetric depth image within an end-to-end neural network. Our contributions are:
• We efficiently adapt the cGAN architecture developed by Isola et al. [18] for multi-task learning.
• The proposed framework generates images with continuous values representing elevation models
with enhanced building geometries and, at the same time, images with discrete values depicting
the label information meaning to which class out of three (flat roof, non-flat roof, and background)
every single pixel belongs.
• We investigate the potential of different network architectures for each task and select the
combination of models that provides the best results for both pixel-wise classification and
depth map generation. We show that joint training of multiple tasks within the end-to-end
framework is beneficial. Moreover, the obtained roof classification information can be used later
in a post-processing step for the final building modeling task.
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• We investigate the potential of using a normal vector loss, which is included as an additional
term to the objective function with least squares, thereby gaining more accurate and planar
roof structures.
3. Methodology
3.1. Building Shape Improvements and Roof Type Understanding Model
Multi-task learning introduces the problem of optimizing the neural network model with respect
to multiple objectives as it requires modeling the trade-off between competing tasks [51]. In this
work, we performed two tasks within one model: building shape improvement and roof surface
classification. The building shape refinement problem can be considered as a generative task, which
has been recently successfully solved by GANs in other applications. GANs were firstly introduced by
Goodfellow et al. [15] in 2014 and represent the type of machine learning technique that trains a pair of
networks, namely a generator G and a discriminator D, in an adversarial manner to compete against
each other. Moreover, Mirza and Osindero [52] proposed to condition the model by side information,
as it restricts both the generator G in its output and the discriminator D in its expected input. The
resulting cGANs allow the generation of fake images y similar to some known input image x. This
idea suits our task, as we aim to generate LoD2-like height images with better-quality building shapes,
but with an appearance similar to the given DSMs from stereo satellite imagery.
To understand building geometry and semantics, we introduce architectures that learn to predict
the pixel level depth and semantic classes from an input image. The network architecture presented by
Isola et al. [18] was adapted for our purpose. Within the whole study, the G part of the network was
modified from experiment to experiment, while the D part stayed unchanged.
The D part was a binary classification network constructed with five convolutional layers in our
case. A sigmoid activation function σsigm(z) = 11+e−z was placed on the top layer of discriminator D,
as it was supposed to output the probability that the input image belonged either to lass 1 (“real”) or
Class 0 (“synthesized”). The input to discriminator D was a concatenation of conditional information,
mainly given by a DSM, with either a generated fake DSM or a ground-truth DSM. The D part of
architecture stayed unchanged for all the following networks.
3.1.1. One Generator, Two Outputs
As a continuation of our previous work [43], we first considered the G part of the cGAN consisting
of a one-stream UNet [53] with two outputs producing a single-channel depth image with continuous
values and a three-channel roof class probability map. The hyperbolic tangent activation function
σtanh(z) = tanh(z) was applied to the top layer of the generator G responsible for depth image
generation and softmax(z) = e
zk
∑j e
zj normalization in the training phase on top of the layer producing
class probability maps. The encoder part of U-Net progressively down-sampled the given low-quality
DSM through eight layers and coded back the process with eight up-sampled decoder layers. To recover
important details that are lost in down-sampling in the encoder, seven skip connections were added
to the network. The detailed description of the UNet architecture adapted from Bittner et al. [43] is
depicted in Figure 1.
Following the same strategy, we investigated a pre-trained residual network (ResNet) [54] consisting
of 34 layers as a basis for the encoder part of the G network. Architectures based on ResNets
have already achieved state-of-the-art results and were successful in several competitions for image
recognition tasks. One of the problems ResNets solve is an effect known as the vanishing gradient.
When the network is too deep, the gradients from where the loss function is calculated can easily
shrink to zero after several applications of the chain rule. This can lead to the problem that the weights
never update their values, and therefore, no learning is being performed. With ResNets, the gradients
can flow directly through identity shortcut connections backward from later layers to initial filters.
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To complete the decoder part of the G network, we up-sampled the feature maps that had been
down-sampled by ResNet34 to obtain the resulting two outputs of the same size as the input image.
conv 4× 4 + Leaky ReLU
conv 4× 4 + BN+ Leaky ReLU
upconv 4× 4 + BN + ReLU
skip connection









































































Figure 1. Schematic overview of the UNet architecture used adapted from Bittner et al. [43]. Each
convolution operation has a kernel of size 4 × 4 with stride 2. For up-sampling, the transposed
convolution operations with kernels of size 4× 4 and stride 2 are used. The Leaky ReLU activation
function in the encoder part of the network has a negative slope of 0.2.
Finally, we adapted the recently published DeepLabv3+ [55] architecture to our multiple output G
network. We used a re-implementation of this architecture with a pre-trained ResNet101. It utilized
a ResNet as a feature extractor to provide rich semantic information and used à trous spatial pyramid
pooling (ASPP) [56] to preserve the spatial resolution at different rates. Thus, it provided the possibility
to refine the segmentation results, especially along object boundaries. The advantage of using à trous
convolutions is that they allow one to expand the receptive field of filters to incorporate a larger context
without increasing the number of weights. As a result, it offers an efficient mechanism to control
the field-of-view and finds the best trade-off between accurate localization (small field-of-view) and
context relation (large field-of-view).
The schematic representations of the proposed architectures are depicted in Figure 2a.
3.1.2. Two Generators, Two Outputs
Depth regression and semantic segmentation representations are not the same, but can
complement each other. Therefore, training only one common G network for different problems
is critical, especially because depth regression is a more complicated task and can badly influence
the final building outline results, while the segmentation has to follow the pattern of the building
structure. Moreover, the intermediate features of 3D representations are different from 2D. We aim at
improving the roof forms and building shapes, specifically along the building borders, by integrating
the information about building outlines and roof types into the system. We propose a cGAN model
with two generators G1 and G2 responsible for better-quality DSM generation and building roof type
pixel-wise classification mask production, respectively. At the beginning of the proposed architecture,
two generators G1 and G2 are joined through two 1× 1 convolutional layers with 8 and 32 channels,
respectively. Coupling two tasks into a single model ensures that the model agrees between the
independent task outputs while reducing computation time [57]. The schematic representations of the
proposed architectures are depicted in Figure 2b.





















Figure 2. Schematic overview of two investigated architectures with (a) a one-stream generator G
and (b) a two-stream generator G1 and G2 for simultaneous building shape refinement G(I)2 and roof
classification map G(I)1 generation. The input to both networks is a single photogrammetric digital
surface model (DSM) (I). The discriminator D is identical for both models. The ground truth for the
regression task (GTregr) is represented by level of detail (LoD)2-DSM generated from City Geography
Markup Language (CityGML) data. The ground truth for classification task (GTclass) is obtained from the
orientation of the computed slope for each pixel. Each architecture is a conditional generative adversarial
network (cGAN) network which conditions ( ) the model on side information such as input
photogrammetric DSM. It is concatenated with either generated depth image G(I)2 or ground truth
(GTregr) as an additional channel (





















Figu e 2. Schematic overview of two investigat d a chit ctur s with (a) a one-stream generator G
and (b) a two-stream generator G1 and G2 for simultaneous building shape refinement G(I)2 and roof
classification maps G(I)1 generation. The input to both networks is a single photogrammetric DSM
(I). The discriminator D is identical for both models. The ground truth for regression task (GTregr)
is represented by LoD2-DSM generated from city geography markup language (CityGML) data. The
ground truth for classification task (GTclass) is obtained from the orientation of the computed slope for
each pixel. Each architecture is a cGAN network which conditions ( ) the model on side
information such as input photogrammetric DSM. It is concatenated with either generated depth image
G(I)2 or ground truth (GTregr) as an additional channel ) before going to D network. Although
the multi-task problems G(I)2 and G(I)1 of the two-stream network are depicted as independent
networks, in reality they are connected thought the two 1× 1 convolutional layers ( ) with 8 and 32
channels, respectively. As a result, the joint loss function, which sums losses responsible for geometry
reconstruction (Lgeom) and classification (Lclass), propagates back through the task dependent layers as
well as the shared ones.
3.2. Loss function252
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result, the joint loss function, which sums losses responsible for geometry reconstruction (Lgeom) and
classification (Lclass), propagates back through the task-dependent layers, as well as the shared ones.
In this work, we investigate the constellations of (a) G1: UNet and G2: ResNet and (b) G1: UNet
and 2: DeepLabv3+, f om which the description is given in Section 3.1.1. The reason for these
combinations is that th UNet, in general, produces better 3D building representations but ResNet,
and based on it DeepLabv3+, gives more accurate and complete semantic segmentation maps.
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Moreover, to help the generator generate the synthesized image close to the given ground-truth, it is
typical to combine the generative adversarial network (GAN) objective with losses, such as L1 or L2
distances. In this work, we are interested in creating images that feature 3D building shapes with sharp
ridge lines, as well as steep walls. Therefore, the L1 distance:
LL1(G) = Ex,y∼preal(y),z∼pz(z)[‖y− G(z|x)|x‖1], (3)
is used to encourage less blurring.
To further refine the surface of roof planes, we consider a normal vector loss:












as proposed by Hu et al. [59], for the training to measure the angle between the normal to the surface
of an estimated DSM with respect to a target DSM. Here, N t = {nt1, . . . , ntm} and N p = {np1 , . . . , n
p
m}
are normal vectors of the target and predicted DSMs, respectively, and 〈·, ·〉 denotes the scalar product
of two vectors. The loss is computed only within the building segments using an available binary
building mask.
To learn pixel-wise roof type class probabilities, we use the cross-entropy loss function:
L CE (x, t, p) = −∑
i
ti log p (xi) (5)
paired with softmax(z) = e
zk
∑j e
zj normalization applied to the neural network outputs zk before the
cross-entropy loss computation. Here, x = {x1, . . . , xn} is the set of input examples in the training
dataset and t = {t1, . . . , tn} is the corresponding set of ground-truth values for the input examples.
To train our multi-task jointly, we sum in a weighted linear manner the losses of each individual
task together with losses, responsible for image appearance refinement. This leads to our final
combined objective function:




LcLSGAN(G, D) + λ · LL1(G) + β · L normal︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lgeom
+ γ · L CE (G)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lclass
, (6)
where λ, β,γ ∈ R are the balancing hyper-parameters.
4. Study Area and Model Settings
4.1. Dataset
We performed experiments on a DSM with a resolution of 0.5 m generated from six panchromatic
Worldview-1 images using semi-global matching (SGM) [60]. The panchromatic images were acquired on
two different days. These data were considered as the input for our model. It shows the city of Berlin,
Germany, with a total area of 410 km2. As the ground-truth for the DSM generation task, a so-called
LoD2-DSM, produced from the CityGML data model, was used. The data are freely available from the
download portal Berlin 3D (http://www.businesslocationcenter.de/downloadportal). Following the
procedure from our previous work [43] for LoD2-DSM creation, we selected only roof polygons from
the CityGML data model and triangulated them using the algorithm introduced by Shewchuk [61]
based on Delaunay triangulation [62]. For raster height image generation, we calculated a unique
height value of pixels that lay inside each triangle using barycentric interpolation and filled outside
pixels with a digital terrain model (DTM). To generate the ground-truth for the pixel-wise classification
task, we used the obtained LoD2-DSM to compute the slope for each pixel within the whole image as
the maximum rate of change of elevation between that pixel and its surroundings. Then, the aspect
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was defined as the orientation of the computed slope, which was measured clockwise in degrees from
0–360, where 0 is north-facing, 90 is east-facing, 180 is south-facing, and 270 is west-facing. The area
that did not correspond to buildings was set to Class 0, background, and 90 degrees to Class 1, flat
roofs, and the rest of the degree values were set to Class 2, sloped roofs.
4.2. Implementation Details and Training
Our multi-task cGAN implementation was developed on the PyTorch Python package based on
the pix2pix software introduced by Isola et al. [18]. The required training data consisted of satellite
images tiled on-the-fly into 21,480 pairs of patches of size 256× 256 px covering an area of 353 km2.
The selected patch size was appropriate to capture the buildings of different sizes together with their
surroundings. For data augmentation, we used the procedure of random cropping of the tiles up
to one tile size. This means that in one epoch, the network may observe, for example, only some
parts of a building within one patch for one cropping and in the next epoch the whole building. This
strategy makes the model more robust to input perturbations. The training of all proposed networks
within the scope of this paper was done by minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) using the Adam
optimizer [63] with an initial learning rate of α = 0.0002 and momentum parameters β1 = 0.5 and
β2 = 0.999. The total number of epochs was set to 200 with a batch size of 5 on a single NVIDIA TITAN
X (PASCAL) GPU with 12 GB of memory. To estimate prediction errors for model selection, a held-out
validation set covering 6 km2 was used.
4.3. Inference Phase
During the inference phase, only the trained generators G1, responsible for DSM refinement, and
G2, responsible for pixel-wise building roof type classification map generation, were engaged. The test
area covered 50 km2 and was unseen while training the model. The final prediction image of the test
area was generated by stitching the patches of size 256× 256 px with a fixed overlap of 128 px in the
horizontal and vertical directions.
5. Results and Discussion
In this work, we performed several experiments on simultaneous depth image generation with
good-quality building shapes and pixel-wise building roof type classification map extraction. First of
all, comparing a single-task result with multi-task results in Figure 3, we can see that the integration
of the semantic segmentation task, even for the single-stream network, already improved the results,
although we directly produced two outputs from the single-stream network illustrated in Figure 2b.
One of the examples highlighted by the number “1” in Figure 3c did not have the complete structure
by using a single output network from Bittner et al. [43]. On the other hand, the results obtained
by multi-task networks (see Figure 3d–h) were able to further improve its shape. Moreover, it can
be noticed that A-shaped Building “2” and Building “3”, highlighted in Figure 3c, were also more
accurate and very close to the corresponding building in the ground truth.































(d) Multi-task only UNet-based cGAN












(f) Multi-task only DeepLabv3+-based cGAN












(h) Multi-task joint UNet and DeepLabv3+ cGAN
Figure 3. Visual comparison of DSMs over selected urban areas, generated by a cGAN with least squares
residuals using (c) the one-stream generator network for a single task [43], (d) the one-stream generator
based on the UNet network for multiple tasks, (e) the one-stream generator based on ResNet34 network
for multiple tasks, (f) the one-stream generator based on the DeepLabv3+ network for multiple tasks,
(g) the two-stream generator network with jointly trained UNet and ResNet34 architectures for multiple
tasks, and (h) the two-stream generator network with jointly trained UNet and DeepLab architectures
for multiple tasks. The DSMs images are color-shaded for better visualization.
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The ResNet34-based network showed, at first sight, better results (see Figure 3e). The outlines
of the buildings were more rectilinear, and the ridge lines were more distinguishable. However, one
can notice the inability of the model to reconstruct the building in the lower-right corner correctly.
This is due to the incorrect height information presented in the input photogrammetric DSM. In the
detailed view illustrated in Figure 4a, the highlighted area depicts a recess in the ground. This
incorrectly reconstructed part of photogrammetric DSM happened usually due to occlusion of this
area by the building walls or trees. As a result, while reconstructing this area with the ResNet34-based
network, this error propagated within network layers, as the receptive field grew, and influenced the
reconstruction of the whole patch. This can be identified by the dark blue area in Figure 4b. The same
phenomenon happened with other architectures as well, but with less strength. The examples are
depicted in Figure 5. All generated results underwent the failure influence highlighted in Figure 5a.
However, the UNet in Figure 5b and the DeepLabv3+ in Figure 5d generated better results compared
to the ResNet34 in Figure 5c. The propagation of incorrect values is less intensive and wide and, in the
case of DeepLabv3+, even narrower. The explanation could be the presence of long skip connections in
both cases compared to ResNet34, where only local residual connections were built. Those long skip
connections sent more detailed information from earlier layers to the top ones in the decoder, helping
to compensate the incorrect reconstruction propagated from the failure region. Besides, there were
not many such failure regions within the given photogrammetric DSM. Therefore, the networks also
had not the possibility to learn how to manage this problem properly. A further study needs to be
dedicated to solving the problem.
Examining the profiles in Figure 6g–i of three selected buildings (highlighted with white color in
Figure 3c), we can see that the roof plane reconstruction results were far from acceptable compared to
the ones produced by UNet-based architectures. We can conclude that for such complicated tasks as
the 3D reconstruction of tiny objects from satellite images, compared to the big size of objects in media
images commonly used in the computer vision field, the skip connections were needed. The skip
connections carried detailed and fine information from lower layers, which added to the up-sampled













(b) Multi-task only ResNet34-based cGAN
Figure 4. A detailed demonstration of a failure case on the generated LoD2-like DSM obtained by
the ResNet34-based network Figure 2a architecture. (a) depicts the input photogrammetric DSM, and
(b) shows the resulted ResNet34-based DSM from Figure 3e.













(b) Multi-task only UNet-based cGAN












(d) Multi-task only DeepLabv3+-based cGAN
Figure 5. A detailed demonstration of a failure case example on generated LoD2-like DSMs obtained
by the UNet-, ResNet34-, and DeepLabv3+-based network Figure 2a architectures. (a) depicts the
input photogrammetric DSM with the area highlighting the presented incorrect height information
and its influence on the reconstructed LoD2-like DSMs from (b) multi-task only UNet-based cGAN,
(c) multi-task only ResNet-based cGAN, and (d) multi-task only DeepLabv3+-based cGAN. The area
that undergoes the influence is presented as a darker blue shade around the location where the failure
is originated in (a).
Investigating Figure 3f, we can say that the model based on the DeepLabv3+ architecture was able
to generate depth maps with reasonable building forms regarding building boundaries. However, one
also can notice that the walls of the buildings looked different compared to the results obtained from
the rest of the models. Going deeper and examining the profiles of selected buildings in Figure 6j–l,
we can see that these buildings had a smooth transition from roof to ground, similar to a Gaussian
form, compared to the DSMs generated by other networks. This effect can also be seen in Figure 7f.
The reason behind this is the last bilinear up-sampling layer with a factor of four in the decoder, which
smoothed the results and was not able to learn such a complicated task like elevation model generation.


























(j) Profile 1 (k) Profile 2 (l) Profile 3
Input DSM MT UNet-based cGAN DSM
Ground truth MT ResNet34-based cGAN DSM
cGAN DSM [43] MT DeepLab-based cGAN DSM
Figure 6. Illustration of the profiles for three selected buildings (cf. Figure 3c) from DSMs generated
by (a–c) the cGAN model [43], (d–f) the multi-task only UNet-based cGAN, (g–i) the multi-task only
ResNet34-based cGAN, and (j–l) the multi-task only DeepLabv3+-based cGAN. The results from the
second, third, and fourth lines are generated by a one-generator, two-output network, depicted in
Figure 2a. MT, multi-task.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7. Comparison of the generalization over DSMs from (c) the one-stream generator network
for a single task [43], (d) the one-stream generator based on the UNet network for multiple tasks,
(e) the one-stream generator based on the ResNet34 network for multiple tasks, (f) the one-stream
generator based on the DeepLabv3+ network for multiple tasks, (g) the two-stream generator network
jointly trained UNet and ResNet34 architectures for multiple tasks, and (h) the two-stream generator
network jointly trained UNet and DeepLabv3+ architectures for multiple tasks. (a) illustrates the input
photogrammetric DSM, and (b) demonstrates the ground truth data.
Adding the normal vector loss function to the model helps in further refining the roof surfaces,
making the roof planes flatter and more realistic. This beneficial effect can be seen comparing the
profiles of selected buildings from the cGAN DSM [43] with profiles from the presented multi-task
cGAN models. Moreover, the zoom-in view in Figure 7 confirms this statement, as the roof planes look
smoother, but at the same time keep the right form and sharp ridge lines. This is reasonable, as we
push the models to learn roof surface representations where the normal vectors, which belong to the
same plane, look in the same direction and close to the ground truth.
From visual comparison between the ground truth and results from all proposed networks, one
can also conclude that the networks did not generate new buildings where no buildings were placed
on the low-quality input image, but rather tried to improve the available ones, even though during
the training, some inconsistency between existing and no longer existingbuildings occurred. A good
example can be seen in Figure 3b, where five small buildings in the middle of the scene were located.
One can notice that in Figure 3a, only two different buildings are existing. This problem is not unique
and can be faced in many cases during the training due to the time difference between the given
photogrammetric DSM and the ground truth LoD2-DSM. However, our models were robust to such
differences and did not produce “ghost” constructions.
The results of the roof classification task, simultaneously obtained in parallel with good-quality
LoD2-like DSM generation, are presented in Figures 8 and 9. In the first region in Figure 8, we
can see that masks, generated by ResNet34 and DeepLabv3+, provided better results for building
boundaries, as well as for class separation compared to UNet-based results. Analyzing the ResNet34
and DeepLabv3+ results, one can observe that the DeepLabv3+ network provided more accurate
classification. Good examples are Buildings “1”, “2”, “3”, “4” depicted in Figure 8f. The ResNet34
model was able only to classify partially the building roof correctly, while the DeepLabv3+ set the
right classes to them. Moreover, investigating the buildings highlighted as “2” and “3” in Figure 8f,
one can conclude that the separate training of task-specific problems from some point in the network
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positively influenced the final results compared to the multi-task network, which had a common body
for several task-specific outputs (see Figure 8b–d). A larger difference showed up when investigating
the residential area with small single-family houses. Looking at Figure 9, we can see that more
small buildings were extracted by the DeepLabv3+ network, compared to other networks. This
observation confirms that the combination of short and long skip connections together with the à trous









Figure 8. Visual comparison of roof classification maps over selected urban areas, generated by cGAN
with least squares residuals using (b) the one-stream generator based on the UNet network for multiple
tasks, (c) the one-stream generator based on the ResNet34 network for multiple tasks, (d) the one-stream
generator based on the DeepLabv3+ network for multiple tasks, (e) the two-stream generator network
jointly trained UNet and ResNet34 architectures for multiple tasks, (f) the two-stream generator
network jointly trained UNet and DeepLab architectures for multiple tasks. (a) illustrates the ground
truth label mask.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 9. Visual comparison of roof classification maps over selected urban areas, generated by cGAN
with least squares residuals using (b) the one-stream generator based on the UNet network for multiple
tasks, (c) the one-stream generator based on the ResNet34 network for multiple tasks, (d) the one-stream
generator based on the DeepLabv3+ network for multiple tasks, (e) the two-stream generator network
jointly trained UNet and ResNet34 architectures for multiple tasks, and (f) the two-stream generator
network jointly trained UNet and DeepLab architectures for multiple tasks. (a) depicts ground truth
label mask.
Besides visual inspections of refined depth images and pixel-wise classification maps, we
investigated the following error metrics commonly used in relevant publications [64–67]. Namely,







(hˆj − hj)2, (7)
the normalized median absolute deviation (NMAD)
εNMAD(h, hˆ) = 1.4826 ·median
j
(|∆hj −m∆h|), (8)







|hˆj − hj|, (9)
where h = (hj)j and hˆ = (hˆj)j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, define the actually observed and the predicted heights,
respectively, height errors are denoted as ∆hj, and the median of height errors is m∆h. The constant
1.4826, introduced in the NMAD metric, is proportional to the standard deviation if the data errors
are distributed normally and, as a result, more robust to outliers in the dataset [64]. Moreover, to
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exclude the influence of time acquisition difference between the input photogrammetric DSMs and
the reference CityGML data model, leading to the absence or the appearance of new buildings, we
manually checked the evaluation region shown in Figure 3 in this regard and evaluated the metrics on
buildings showing in both the photogrammetric DSM, as well as in the reference LoD2-DSM.
For the semantic segmentation task evaluation, we used the common intersection over union (IoU):
IoU =
target ∩ prediction












F1 = 2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall
. (13)
The IoU metric measures how much overlap is existing between two regions. It is calculated for each
class separately and then averaged over all classes to provide a global statistic. Precision answers
the question about the correct proportion of positive identifications. Recall shows how well all the
positives are found. For the semantic segmentation task, we made an evaluation over the whole
test area.
The evaluation results for depth map generation and roof classification tasks are presented in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. In terms of εRMSE, the DeepLab-based cGAN network showed the best
result. As we have already seen from the profiles in Figure 6j–l, the surfaces of the roofs presented
the smoothest results compared to other profiles. Moreover, from the semantic segmentation results
shown in Table 2, the DeepLab-based network showed the best results in terms of classification and
outlines of buildings. As a result, those facts were reflected in the RMSE error. However, due to the
over-smoothed effect of building walls, we did not consider the DeepLab model for DSMs generation
tasks, but used it for the roof classification problem.
Table 1. Quantitative results for the RMSE, NMAD, and MAE metrics evaluated on 12 selected
buildings existing for both input photogrammetric DSM and ground truth LoD2-DSM of the area
depicted in Figure 3.
Method Error
RMSE (m) NMAD (m) MAE (m)
cGAN [43] 3.29 0.88 1.78
only UNet based 3.20 0.91 1.71
only ResNet34 based 3.23 0.96 1.71
only DeepLabv3+ based 2.51 1.07 1.51
joint UNet and ResNet34 3.21 0.89 1.72
joint UNet and DeepLabv3+ 3.12 0.90 1.69
Regarding εNMAD metric, one can notice that the evaluation result had the lowest value of 0.88 m
and was the same for both the cGAN [43] and the joint UNet and the DeepLabv3+ network, although
the εRMSE was different. This can be due to selecting only the median height error value, which did
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not reflect the true error distribution. It can be clearly observed from the qualitative results shown in
Figures 3h, 7h and 10f that the proposed joint UNet and DeepLabv3+ network can offer significantly
improved roof surface qualities with noticeably smoother planes than that provided by the other tested
methods. This observation suggests the need to develop new evaluation metrics that can assess the
roof surface planarity better than the existing metrics.
In general, from both qualitative and quantitative evaluation, we can conclude that an improved
building boundary reconstruction together with correct class label assignment were positively
influencing the whole elevation model generation. This is also visually confirmed by investigating the
profiles from joint UNet and DeepLab network illustrated in Figure 10d–f.
Table 2. Quantitative results for the IoU, F1-score, precision, and recall metrics evaluated on the test
area covering 50 km2.
Method Error
IoU (%) F1-Score (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)
only UNet based 59.78 72.07 77.05 48.43
only ResNet34 based 61.05 73.28 79.55 51.64
only DeepLabv3+ based 62.73 74.83 78.59 52.18
joint UNet and ResNet 61.54 73.73 79.28 51.80























(d) Profile 1 (e) Profile 2 (f) Profile 3
Input DSM MT joint UNet and ResNet34 cGAN DSM
Ground truth MT joint UNet and DeepLabv3+ cGAN DSM
Figure 10. Illustration of the profiles for three selected buildings (cf. Figure 3c) from DSMs generated
by (a–c) the two-stream generator network jointly trained UNet and ResNet34 architectures for multiple
tasks and (d–f) the two-stream generator network jointly trained UNet and DeepLabv3+ architectures
for multiple tasks. The results are generated by the two-generator, two-output network depicted in
Figure 2b.
6. Conclusions
Good-quality DSMs with improved and complete building shapes is a very valuable data source
for many remote sensing applications. Although the existing photogrammetric methodologies are
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able to generate large-scale high-resolution DSMs from stereo imagery, they still exhibit irregularities
and noise, due to problems like occlusion by trees, neighboring constructions, atmospheric effects,
shadows, or matching errors. This leads into noisy or partly missing building structures and, as a
result, requires a refinement procedure. Many attempts were made to refine 3D objects on DSMs, like
buildings, by fitting models from libraries or reconstructing 3D information from detected 2D building
footprints using prior knowledge about the type of roofs. However, these algorithms are not robust to
the huge variety of existing building forms.
In this work, we proposed a methodology that was able to refine a huge variety of building
shapes in photogrammetric DSMs automatically and, at the same time, produced improved roof
classification maps. We developed a deep learning approach that utilized DSMs and consisted of two
separated generators intended for multiple tasks. Although both generators were connected only at
the beginning, they were able to contribute to each other for the reconstruction through joint learning
and, as a result, produced more accurate results. Mainly, the height information helped to distinguish
buildings among various terrestrial targets in an image much better, and roof classification maps, in
turn, helped to refine building boundaries, making them more rectangular. Additionally, it is valuable
information for roof forms’ reconstruction as the network was able to determine this knowledge and
use it for better learning. Besides, the additional vector normal loss function penalized irregularities
on roof surfaces, leading to smoother roof shapes, which were closer to the ground truth.
The main limitation of the proposed network was an experimental manual tuning of balancing
hyper-parameters responsible for weighting the losses of individual tasks. In the future, we aim to
derive a multi-task loss function that can learn to balance various regression and classification losses
automatically. Moreover, we are planning to combine two generators G1 and G2 of the network by
sharing even more hidden layers between all tasks, while keeping only several task-specific output
layers. This will overcome the problem of a big number of training parameters, due to separate
architectures for each task, and should better influence the generation of both tasks, as complementary
information will be learned jointly at the beginning. Besides, we want to investigate the advantages
of combining short skip connection as in the ResNet network and long skip connections as in the
UNet network within one single architecture to improve both 3D reconstruction and roof classification
map generation.
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